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A model (called the polyautomaton) of a general digital system is defined and the following 
problem is investigated: Given a synchronous polyautomaton P, construct (or transform P 
into) an asynchronous polyautomaton which preserves the capability for parallel computation 
ofP. Two solutions to the problem are shown. Several computation-universal asynchronous 
cellular automata are obtained by means of the transformation from the computation- 
universal synchronous cellular automata. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In general, asynchronous digital systems are subject to nondeterminism or uncer- 
tainty on the transitions of their state variables. The uncertainty is physically due to 
variation in the delay or speed of the components. Elimination of the uncertainty in 
the output of the system is essential to construct the asynchronous system with 
logical and computational capabilities. Synchronization is a simple and basic way to 
realize deterministic systems. This is a reason why synchronous models have been 
studied more frequently in the field of digital systems or automata theories. However, 
synchronization is not always a natural assumption nor relevant to the theories of 
highly parallel systems such as cellular automata. 
This paper is concerned with the computing capabilities of general asynchronous 
systems. Our model of the digital system is called the polyautomaton. Among the 
computing capabilities, we consider the S/A Transformation Problem: 
Given a synchronous polyautomaton P, construct (or transform P into) an 
asynchronous polyautomaton which preserves the capability for parallel computation 
ofP. What degree of complexity does the constructed asynchronous polyautomaton 
require? 
Intuitively, a polyautomaton is composed of interconnected components which are 
called modules. The class of the polyautomata contains the cellular automata with 
infinite cells and digital circuits and networks with finite components. We define a 
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synchronous polyautomaton (abbreviated by SPA) and an asynchronous 
polyautomaton (APA) by assigning particular sets of transition sequences of 
configurations, i.e., global states, to the model. 
Recently, asynchronous cellular automata (ACAs) are investigated in several 
papers [3,5, 7, 141. Especially, topics related to the S/A transformation problem are 
discussed and partial solutions to the problem are essentially shown for cellular 
automata in [3,5,7]. Several comments on their relation to this paper are in order. 
In Lipton et al. [5], computing capabilities as well as the “firing squad 
synchronization problem” are studied for l-dimensional ACAs. Each ACA is 
assigned an integer D which is a bound for delay, or “idle steps,” of cells. When 
D = 0, the system is considered to be a synchronous cellular automaton (SCA). 
Computation time of the ACA is evaluated in terms of the number D. In this paper, 
the delay of the components is implicitly bounded by the set of possible transition 
sequences. We only discuss APAs in which the delay of every module is arbitrary 
and finite and the delay of the connections between the modules is negligible as in the 
asynchronous circuits theory by Muller and Bartky [6]. We introduce the notion of 
transition time as an index of the computation time. A transition time T of a partial 
transition sequence S can be interpreted as: if the delay of all the modules is not 
greater than a period r, then the maximum time for S is equal to t . T. 
In Golze [3], it is shown that ACAs can simulate SCAs in the sense that every 
transition sequence of a d-dimensional SCA is produced on the d + l-dimensional 
cellular space of an ACA. Each configuration in the transition sequence of the ACA 
corresponds to that of the simulated SCA. In this paper, the term simulation is 
differently used in the sense that the state of each module in the simulated SPA can 
be obtained from the state(s) of the corresponding fixed module or finite set of 
modules in the simulating APA. In this simulation, any partial transition sequence of 
configurations in the SPA can be determined by that of the APA. This notion of 
simulation is weaker than that in Golze [3], because each configuration in the APA 
does not necessarily correspond to the configuration of the SPA. Our S/A transfor- 
mation, however, preserves the fundamental structure of the SPA. Thus, for the class 
of cellular automata the dimension of the simulating ACA is equal to that of the 
SCA. This feature is essential to S/A transformation for finite polyautomata. 
Generally, asynchronous systems with computational capabilities require some 
distributed subsystems which control local transitions. In the APAs constructed in 
our S/A transformation, this subsystem is embedded in transition functions of the 
modules as well as bidirectional connection of the modules, and states of the modules 
change in predetermined partial order. (Note that this does not mean that the delay 
times of the modules are restricted to any fixed value other than to be finite.) 
One of the other subjects in the theory of ACA is concerned with computation 
universality. For synchronous models, much effort has been devoted to finding simple 
computation-universal and self-reproducing cellular automata [ 1, 2, 10, 131. In 
Nakamura [7], it is shown that there is a computation-universal l-dimensional ACA, 
in which every cell has 13 states and 7 neighborhood cells. However, behavior of this 
ACA is serial and is unlike “real time simulation” of the APAs which are 
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constructed in this paper. Several computation-universal ACAs are obtained by 
means of our S/A transformation from the SCAs which are constructed by von 
Neumann [13], Codd [2], Smith [lo], and Banks [l]. 
2. SYNCHRONOUS AND ASYNCHRONOUS POLYAUTOMATA 
DEFINITION 1. A polyautomaton P is a 5-tuple (M, V, r, E, S), where 
M is a nonempty finite or countable set of modules; 
V is a nonempty finite set of states such that if M is infinite then V contains a 
distinguished state (the quiescent state) u0 ; 
r (the connection function) is a mapping from M into 
{&}UMUM?J *‘* U M”, where n > 1 is an integer. If r(m) = (m,, m2,..., m,J, then 
m, , m2 ,..., mk are input modules of m and m is an output module of m,, m2,..., mk. 
Before we define E and S, we need the preliminary notion of configuration. A 
configuration c is a mapping from M into V such that the support of c, defined by 
sup(c) = (m E M 1 c(m) # uO}, is finite, even if M is infinite. A value of c(m) is an 
output state or simply a state of m at the configuration c. 
E (the excitation function) is a mapping from C X A4 into V (where C is the set 
of configurations) such that Vm E M, there exists a mapping (the local function of m) 
f$‘: Vk + V (k > 0) satisfying 
(i) E(c, m) = f’,k’(c(m,),..., c(m&) if r(m) = (m, ,..., mk), 
= ft’ if r(m) = E, 
where fg’ is a constant, and 
(ii) f E)(v 0,“‘, 00) = uo, if M is infinite; 
and 
S is a nonempty set of finite or infinite sequences (co, ci , c, ,...) of configurations 
such that 
and 
(i) Vi = 0, 1, 2,... and m E M, ~,+~(m) = ci(m) or 
ci+ ,(m) = E(ci, m), 
(ii) the sequence is finite and the last term is c,, 
if and only if Vm E M, c,(m) = E(c,, m). 
A member of S is called a transition sequence, and a finite consecutive subsequence 
of it a partial transition sequence. 
The polyautomaton is infinite if M is infinite, orjkite if M is finite. A module m is 
excited at c toward E(c, m), if c(m) # E(c, m), or in equilibrium at c, otherwise. The 
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polyautomaton P and the connection function r are bidirectional, if tlm E M, each 
input module of m is also an output module of m. A configuration is permitted, if it 
occurs in a transition sequence. Let C(P) denote the set of permitted configurations 
in P. 
DEFINITION 2. Let Zd (d > 1) be the set of d-tuples of integers. A (d- 
dimensional) cellular automaton is a polyautomaton (Zd, V, r, E, S) such that 
(i) there exists a k-tuple (a,, a,,..., a,J of the members of Zd, called the 
neighborhood index, with V module m, r(m) = (m + a,, m + a,,..., m + a& where + 
denotes vector addition, and 
(ii) all the local functions are identical. 
A member of Zd is called a cell. 
Now, we define synchronous and asynchronous polyautomata. 
DEFINITION 3. A transition sequence (c,,, c,, q,...) of a polyautomaton is 
synchronous, if Vi = 0, 1,2 ,... and m, ci+l(m) = E(Ci, m). A synchronous 
polyautomaton (SPA) is a polyautomaton in which every transition sequence is 
synchronous. 
DEFINITION 4. For a polyautomaton, the binary relation + on the set of 
configuration is defined by: c--t c’ iff V module m, c’(m) = c(m) or c’(m) = E(c, m). 
An allowed sequence (c,, c, , c2 ,...) is a finite or infinite sequence of configurations 
satisfying 
(i) Vi=O, 1,2 ,..., c~+c~+~ and 3m, ci(m) # c,+,(m), and 
(ii) if there exist i and m such that Vk (k > i), c;(m) = c,(m) and E(Ci, m) = 
E(c,, m), then c*(m) = E(ci, m). 
An asynchronous polyautomaton (with finite delay modules) is a polyautomaton 
whose set of transition sequences is the set of all allowed sequences starting with its 
permitted configurations. 
Note that every synchronous transition sequence is an allowed sequence. Since we 
only discuss this type of asynchronous systems, it is simply called the asynchronous 
polyautomaton (APA). We abbreviate synchronous or asynchronous cellular 
automaton by SCA or ACA, respectively. Intuitively, the state of all excited modules 
change simultaneously in the SPA. On the other hand, the delay of every module, i.e., 
the period between excitation and state change of the module, is arbitrary and finite 
in an APA. 
The notion of allowed sequences as well as semimodularity in the following 
definition is introduced by Muller and Bartky [6]. 
DEFINITION 5. An APA P is semimodular, if Vc and c’ E C(P) and module m, 
c -+ c’ and c(m) = c’(m) # E(c, m) implies E(c, m) = E(c’, m). 
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This definition says that the “target state” of an excited module does not change 
until the output state of the module is eventually changed to it in a semimodular 
APA. The following proposition is a direct consequence of Definition 5. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let Ci, cj, and ck be any permitted configurations with Ci + Cj 
and ci -+ ck of a semimodular APA, and let c,, = H(ci, Cj, c,J be the co@uration with 
c~(m) = cj(m) if Cj(rn) = E(c,, m), 
= c/Am) if Ck(m)=E(Ci, m)T 
= Ci(rn) otherwise. 
Then, we have the following relation: 
Ci - Cj 
Ai 
ck - ch = H(Ci, Cj, c,). 
3. DETERMINACY AND TRANSITION TIME OF APAs 
We use the term determinacy in a sense similar to Karp and Miller [4]. For any 
finite or infinite sequence (a,, , a,, a, ,...), let DR [a,, , a,, a2 ,...I denote the subsequence 
(ai = a,, a;,, ai *,...) with ai, # aik+, and aj = ai, (k = 0, 1,2,... and i, < j < ik+, - 1). 
(Namely, DR [a,, a,, a, ,...I is obtained by deletion of the repeating terms from 
( a,, a, , a2 ,... )*I 
DEFINITION 7. The history of a module m along a transition sequence 
( co 7 Cl 9 c, 9-** ) is the sequence DR[c,(m), c,(m), c,(m),...]. An APA is determinate, if V 
module m and every pair of allowed sequences (c,, c, , c2 ,...) and (cb, c; , c; ,...) with 
Co=Cb, 
DR[c,(m), c,(y), c,(m),...] = DR [c;(m), cl,(m), c;(m),...], 
i.e., both histories of m are identical. 
The following poposition is proved in Nakamura [9]. 
PROPOSITION 8. Any semimodular APA is determinate. 
It is also shown in [9] that the converse of Proposition 8 does not hold, and that 
the class of determinate finite APAs is incomparable with the class of speed- 
independent finite APAs introduced by Muller and Bartky [6]. 
Now, we consider the transition time of APAs. If exact delay time is assigned to all 
modules then we can determine a unique “real” transition sequence and the transition 
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time for each finite consecutive subsequence of it. Furthermore, if the delay time is 
restricted to a maximum value for all modules, then we can find the maximum value 
of the transition time for each partial transition sequence. 
DEFINITION 9. The mapping T,, or simply T, from the set of partial transition 
sequences of a polyautomaton P into theset of integers is defined by 
where j is the maximum integer such that 1 < j < n and 3m, Vk (0 < k < j - l), 
c,Jm) = c,,(m) # E(c,, m) = E(c,, m). A value of Tp is called the transition time. 
The transition time Tp(co, c, ,..., n c ) can be interpreted as follows: if the delay times 
of all the modules are not greater than a period r, then the maximum time for the 
transition which is denoted by (c,,, c, ,..., c,J is r - Tr(c,,, c, ,..., c,J. For any partial 
synchronous transition sequence (c,,, cr ,..., cn), we have Tp(c,, c, ,..., c,) = n. 
Semimodularity plays an important role in determining the transition time. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let (co, c,, c, ,... ) be an allowed sequence and (E,,, ~5,) F2 ,...) be 
the synchronous transition sequence with F0 = c, in a semimodular APA. For any 
integer k and module m, fp and q are the minimum integers such that 
]DP[c,(m), c,(m),..., c&m)]] = lLM[G(m), C,(m),..., fJm)]l = k, 
then T(c,, c, ,..., c,J < p, where 1 S 1 denotes the length of a sequence S. 
Proof. Suppose that the “if’ part of the proposition is true. Define the 
configuration c[i, j] (i, j > 0) recursively by 
c[i,j] = Ei if j= 0, 
= cj if i= 0, 
=H(c[i- l,j- l],c[i- l,j],c[i,j- 11) otherwise. 
Let s be the maximum integer such that T(c,, c, ,..., c,) = 1. Then, Vt 2 s, c, = c[ 1, t]. 
Hence, we have 
T(ct,, cl ,..., c& = 1 + Ws, c,, I,..., c4) 
= 1 + T(c[ 1, s] ,..., c[ 1, q]) 
< 1 + T(c[ 1, I],..., 41, q]). 
Similarly, Vt (0 < t < p - l), 
T(c[t, t], c[t, t + l] ,..., c[t, q]) < 1 + T(c[t + 1, t + 11, . . . . c[t + 1, q]). 
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By applying this relation iteratively, we obtain 
qc,, c, ,***, cq) < 1 + T(c[ 1, 11, c[ 13 2],..., cl17 41) 
< 2 + T(c[2,2],..., c[2,4]) 
< P - 1 + T(C[P - 1, p - l],..., c[p - 1941). 
Since Vi (0 < i < q - l), c[ p - 1, i](m) # E(c[ p - 1, i], m) = c[p, q](m), we have 
T(C[P - 1, p - 1],..., c[p - 1, q]) = 1. Hence, we conclude that T(c,, c, ,..., cp) < p, 
where the equality holds when (c,,, c, ,..., c4) = (C,,, C, ,..., F~). I 
4. DEFINITION OF SIMULATION 
DEFINITION 11. An APAP"=@, p,7,,??,$) simulates an SPA P= 
(44, V, r, E, S), if there exist computable functions e: C(P) -+ C(p), g: M -+ fi U 
fi2U . . . U I@“, and h from a subset of VU p U a-. U P onto V, where n is an 
integer, such that Vm E M, (co, ci, c2 ,...) E S, and (&, C,, I!~,...) E 3 with CO = e(c,), 
DR]c,(m), c,(m), c,(m),...] = DR[{h(ci(ei), ~~(Q-., ~~(rii,))}i=o,l,z,...], 
provided that g(m) = (m, , m2 ,..., m,). The simulation is in k times real time, and in 
real time when k = 1, if V partial transition sequences (c,, c, ,..., c,) of P and (C,, = 
e(c,), F, ,..., c’,) of p, T&, E ,,..., CJ < k - p, where the equality holds for at least one 
partial allowed sequence of p, provided that for any s > 1 and m, p and q are 
minimum integers with 
IDR]{h(~i(fii)~ C;(e2>3***7 tLfin))]i=, 1 9 1 ..9 II 
= lDR[c&n), c,(m),..., c,(m>]l = s. 
Remark. The function e and h are assumed to be simple in the sense that the 
APA effectively simulates the SPA, not e and/or h. An informal requirement for 
avoiding trivial simulation is that e and h can be defined without information of the 
SPA except the state set V. 
Importance of this notion of simulation is based on the computing capability of the 
simulating APA. Suppose that an APA P simulates an SPA P with respect to the 
functions e, g, and h in Definition 11, and that P computes a function F in the 
following sense: If the information of an argument x of F is given to an initial 
configuration c,, of P, then there exist a configuration c, in the synchronous transition 
sequence (co, ci , cl,... ) and a set of modules (the output modules) such that Vt > s, 
(i) the modules in A contains the information of the computational result F(x) 
at cI, and 
(ii) all the modules in A are in equilibrium at c,. 
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Then, for all allowed sequence (E,, = e(c,), C; , C;,...) of p, there exists i such that 
the modules in g(A) at Zj (j > i) contain the information of the states of the modules 
in A at c,, from which the computational result F(x) can be obtained. If the 
simulation is in k times real time, the computation time of F(x) in P (i.e., the tran- 
sition time of (c,, cl,..., cJ) is not greater than k times computation time in P. 
The SPAS with the computing capability in the above sense include the 
computation-universal SCAs [l, 2, 10, 131, the SCAs which recognize formal 
languages [ 111, and normal-mode asynchronous sequential circuits [ 121. The rest of 
the paper is devoted to showing some general nontrivial solutions to a particular type 
of the S/A transformation problem: Given an SPA, construct an APA which 
simulates P. 
5. S/A TRANSFORMATION FOR GENERAL SPA 
Our first transformation can be applied to all SPA and SCA. 
PROPOSITION 12. For an arbitrary SPA (or SCA) P,, we can find a semimodular 
APA (ACA) P, such that 
(i) P, simulates P, in real time, and 
(ii) there is a one-to-one mapping g from the set of modules in P, onto the set 
of modules of P,, and Vm in P,, the number of the states of the module g(m) is equal 
to3.1W,I<3+Q2, where V,,, is the set of states in m, and W,,, is the set of edges 
in the state transition graph of m. 
To prove this proposition, we must show the construction of the APA. The 
following construction is an extension of the construction of ACAs which is shown in 
[71. 
Let P, be an SPA, and u,, the quiescent state for the infinite P,. We first transform 
P, into a bidirectional SPA Pi = (M,, V,, rs, E,, S,) by adding “dummy 
connections.” Without loss of generality, suppose that Proj,[r,(m)] = m (m E M,), 
where Proj,[x] denotes the kth projection ofx. 
For the SPA P;, we construct an APA p1 = (fi, , P, , Fl, i?, , 3,) as follows. 
(i) A,=(riiImEM,}. 
(ii) P, = (0, 1,2} X W, where W = {(c(m), E,(c, m)) E Vi I m E MS, 
c E C(P,)}. If P, is infinite then (0, u,,, v,) is the quiescent state. 
(iii) fi is defined by: f,(G) = (fi, rEi,, Kzi, ..., ii_ ,) iff r,(m) = (m, m,, 
m,,..., q_, 1. 
(iv) ,??, is defined by the following local function for all modules Kz E fi,: 
f,((J u7 u), (j,, U1r u,), (j2, u29 u2),..., (jn_,, U,_l, V”_l)) 
(j 0 1, u, fm(o, w1, %,..., W”_ 1)) if Vk (1 & k < n - 1), 
= j, = j or j, = j 0 1, and not all the argument is (0, t,~~, u,,). 
(j, u, u) otherwise, 
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where f, is the local function of m in P,, the operator @ denotes the modulo 3 
addition, and Vk (1 < k < n - 1 ), 
wk=vk if j, = j, 
=a k if j,=j@l. 
(v) Let e be a function from C(P,) into the set of configurations in P, such 
that Vc E C(P,) and m EM,, e(c)(m) = (0, c’(m), c(m)) for a configuration 
c’ E C(P,) with c(m) = Es(c’, m). (Note that the function e is not uniquely defined. 
However, any one can be chosen as e.) 3, is the set of all allowed sequences starting 
with a configuration in e(C(P,)). 
Suppose that a module fi is excited at a configuration c’ with Proj, [E(G)] = i 
(i E {O, 1,2}). Then, we have 
(i) V input module 6, of 6, Proj,[C(Z,)] = i or i@ 1, and 
(ii) if P, and P, are infinite then there exists an input module riir, of fi such 
that @ik) # (0, V,, , V,). 
In the following proofs, we use two functions g: A4, -+ fi, and h: P, + V, defined 
by 
g(m) = 61 (m E MS), 
and 
h((i, U, v)) = v ((i, u, v) E Pi). 
LEMMA12-1. Let (C,, C1,C2 ,... ) and (F. = e(c,), Cl, C;,...) be synchronous tran- 
sition sequences of P, and P, , respectively. Then Vk > 0 and m E MS, 
h(Ek(lji)) = ck(m). (1) 
Proof. We prove this lemma and the relation 
dsuP(ck)) c s”P(Fkk) (2) 
simultaneously by induction on k. Obviously, the induction hypotheses are true for 
k = 0. Suppose that Relations (1) and (2) are true for all k with 0 < k < s. For any 
module fi in P,, if no input module of iii is the member of sup(EJ then no input 
module of m = g-‘(6) is the member of sup(Cs) by Relation (2), and 
h(E,+ ,(&)) = h(F@z)) = v0 = c,+ I(m). 
If there exists an input module of A which is a member of sup(c,), then 
h(E,+,(*)) = W 0 1, c,(m), c,+,(m)> = c,+ ,(mh 
where i = Proj, [C,(G)]. Therefore, Relations (1) and (2) are true for k = s + 1, and 
the lemma is proved. 1 
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LEMMA 12-2. P”, is semimodular. 
Proof. Let 6 be a module, and let c’, and Ft be permitted configurations with 
c’, -+ C;, Suppose that 6 is excited at c’, and Proj, [Es(G)] = i. Then, V input module gi, 
of 6, Proj, [Es(G,J] is equal to i or i @ 1. In the case of Proj, [&(Gi,J] = i @ 1, Gii, is in 
equilibrium at 5, and EJlji,J = Et(fik), since fi is bidirectional. In the case of 
Proj,[CJfiJ] = i, 4, may be excited at fs and C;(lji,J may not be equal to ZJlji,J. Let 
+I,J = (i, uk, v,J and C;(Cr,J = (i @ 1, vk, v;). From the definition of the local 
function, we have 
f,r,,((& % v),..., (k uk, v&.) 
= f*((i, 24, v) )...) (i @ 1, Vk, v;> )...) 
= (i @ 1, v,f,(v,..., vk ,... )). 
Therefore, if c”,(G) = C;(G) # 8, (c”, rii), then E,(Cs,, 6) = E,(C!, 5). 1 
Proof of Proposition 12. Let m be a module P,, (c,, c,, c,,...) and (~5~ = 
e(c,), C1 , C; ,...) be synchronous transition sequences of P, and P, , respectively, and 
(& = e(c,), E1, C; ,... ) be an allowed sequence of P”, . From Lemma 12- 1, we have 
DR [W&I)), W,(*)), Wkji)),...] = DR [ c,(m), c,(m), c,(m),...]. 
From Lemma 12-2, P”, is semimodular, hence determinate by Proposition 8. This 
implies that 
DR [c,(m), c,(m), c,(m),...] = DR[h(WI)), h(E,(r$), h(WW,...]. 
Therefore, P”, simulates P,. 
For any integer s > 0, let p and q be the minimum integers such that 
DR [c,(m), c,(m),..., c,(m)] = DR [h(E,,(Z)), h(E,(fi)),..., h(C@))] = s. 
By Lemma 12-1 and Proposition 10, we have TF~(c?,,, E, ,..., C,J < p. Therefore, the 
simulation is in real time. From the construction of Pi, the set of output states of m 
is equal to {0, 1, 2) x W,,,, where 
W, = {(c(m), E,(c, m)) E v: I c E V,)}. 
W,,, equals the set of edges of the state transition graph of m. 1 
-_) * 4 ---w 
0 1 2 3 4 
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FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of P,. 
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FIG. 2. A transition sequence of P,. Each Us,,, (m E (0, I, 2,3,4\) denotes the state cl(m) of P,, 
where (co, c, , cl ,...) is a synchronous transition sequence of P,. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let c$ be an SPA with the modules and the connections which are 
shown in Fig. 1, and P, be the constructed APA from P,. The schematic diagram of 
PI is similar with that of P, in Fig. 1. A transition sequence (COO, c,, E,,...) of P, is 
shown in Fig. 2, where each configuration is represented by the sequence of the states 
of the five modules. The underlines in Fig. 2 represent excitation of the corresponding 
modules, and the dotted lines the “levels” of the state transitions. 
6. S/A TRANSFORMATION OF CELLULAR AUTOMATA 
The S/A transformation in the preceding section preserves fundamental cellular 
structure. The neighborhood index of the ACA p, is the minimum tuple N such that 
N contains the neighborhood index of the SCA P, and Pi is bidirectional. We obtain 
the computation-universal ACAs by means of the S/A transformation from the 
computation-universal SCAs which are shown in Table I, since the cells are in 
equilibrium after completion of computation in these SCAs. Although the SCAs are 
not only computation-universal but also they have the self-reproducing 
configurations, the transformed ACAs do not have these configurations. The reason 
is that the configuration whose support consists of two separate regions does not 
occur in any allowed sequence of the simulating ACAs. 
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TABLE I 
The Numbers of the States and the Numbers of the Neighborhood Cells in 
Computation-Universal SCAs and the Corresponding ACAs 
constructer 
dimension 
von Neumann 
1131 
2 
Codd 
PI 
2 
Banks 
[‘I 
2 
Smith 
IlO1 
1 
number of neighborhood 
cells 
5” 5” 5” 6h 
number of states 
in the SCA 
29 8 4 I 
I WIG 66 32 15 49 
number of states 
in the ACA 
3’IWI 
198 96 45 147 
’ The connection function is bidirrectional. 
b The connection function is not bidirrectional. The corresponding ACA requires seven neighborhood 
cells. 
’ Number of the edges in the state transition graph of the cell in the SCA. 
7. S/A TRANSFORMATION FROM FINITE SPAS INTO BINARY APAs 
The APA which is constructed from a finite SPA according to our second solution 
is binary, i.e., composed only of two state modules. 
PROPOSITION 13. For an arbitrary finite SPA P,, we can find a semimodular 
binary APA p2 such that 
(i) P, simulates P, in 2 times real time, and 
(ii) for each module m in P,, pz has 2 . [log, k,] + 2 modules which 
correspond to m, where k, is the number of states in m. 
We show the construction of p2. Let P, be a finite SPA and Pl= 
(MS, V,, rS, E,, S,) be a bidirectional SPA which is obtained from P, by adding 
dummy connections in Section 5. Without loss of generality, suppose that Vm E MS, 
Proj, [r,(m)] = m. For Pi, we construct an APA P”* = (a,, (0, 1 }, F2;, I?,, 3,) as 
follows. 
(i) For each m E MS, P, has two ordered sets of modules 
A[m] = {a[m, 01, a[m, 1 I,..., a[m, K(m)] 1 
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and 
B[m] = {b[m, 01, b[W l],..., b[m, K(m)]], 
where K(m) = [log, 1 V,,Il and V, is the set of states in m. Hence, we have ri;i2 = 
U msM, A[m] uB[m] and ]A[m] UB[m]l= 2 a K(m) t 2. Hereafter, A[ 1’s and 
B[ 1’s are considered not only as the sets but also the sequences of binary modules. 
(ii) Yz is defined by: Vm E MS and k (0 < k ,< K(m)), 
Q[m,k]) = (A[m],B[m],B[m,],B[m,],...,B[m,-,I), 
r;(b[m,k])=(~[m],~[m],~(m,l,~[m,],...,~[m,-,I), 
iff r,(m) = (m, m,, m2 ,... , m,_,). 
(iii) Let R be an injection from a subset of UrneM, (0, 1 }R(m) onto Vs. (There 
must exist such injection, since K(m) = ]log, 1 V,ll.) The excitation function i?* is 
defined by the following local functions: Vm E M, and k (1 < k & K(m)), 
faIm,O](jaWa,joWO,jlW1,...,jn-lW”-l) 
L if Vi(O<i<n- l),j,+ji, and 
= f,(R(w,), R(w,L R(w,-1)) = R(w,), 
j, otherwise, 
faIm,kl(ja~a~jO~O~jl~l~...~jn-l~n-l) 
Proj,[R-‘(f,(R(w,),R(w,),...,R(w,-,)))l 
= if Vi(O<i<n- l), j,# jr, 
Pr4hJ otherwise, 
~~m,Ol(jbwb,jOwO,jlwl~...~jn-lwn-l) 
7 
jb 
1. 
if Vi(O<i<n- l), jb= ji, and 
= f,,,(R(w,), R(w,LR(w,- 1)) = R(%O), 
jb otherwise, 
fb,m,k](jbWb,jOW~,jlWI~“‘~jn-lW,-l) 
Pro_ik[R-‘CUR(W,J9 R(WdTmee9 R(w,-A))l 
= if Vi(O<i&n- I), jb= ji, 
Projk[wbl otherwise. 
provided that r,(m) = (m, m, ,..., m “_ I), where jr E (0, I} (i = a, b, 0, I,..., n - I), w,, 
Wb E (0, 1 }K’m’, Wi E {O, 1 }K’mi’ (1 < i < n - l), and the operator - is defined by 
0 = 1 and i = 0. Informally, w, and w, are binary representations of the states of m, 
and wi is that of m,. 
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(iv) Define the function e from C(P,) into the set of configurations in p2 by: 
c’= e(c) iff Z(G [m, 01) = E((b[ m, 01) = 0 and 
R(c’((a[m, 1 I), @[m, 2]),.*., @[m, K(m)])) 
= R(c’(b[m, II), c’(b[m, 2]),..., f((b[W K(m)])) 
= c(m). 
L?‘* is the set of all allowed sequences starting with configurations in C(p2) = e(C(P,)). 
Define the functions g and h by 
and 
g(m) = (A[ml,B[ml) b E 4) 
h(j, w,j, %) = R(w,) if j,=j,, 
= R(wb) if j,# j,. 
‘co: (owoo~owoo) ( ~o~~o~oll (owo2,0w02) (owo3,0w03) (owo4,0w04) - - - - 
:2: (owoo’%o) (OWol,lW1l)’ (o~02~ow121 (owo3,0w13) (owo4,0w14) - _ _ 
I______ 
I 
c,: (ow20,1w10) (owol~lwlll (OwO*,lwl*l’ ~owo3,0w13) ‘(owo4,1w14) _ - I I 
6,: (1w20,0w30) (1~21~o~311’(~w22,1w321 ( w23,1w13) wd24,1w 
I _ _ 34) 
I_ _ - _ _ _, /------ 
c,: (~w40~ow30) (lw21#ow31) (1w22,0w32); (1w23,1w33) /(1w24,0w34) - 
1 I 
FIG. 3. A transition sequence of ii,. The state of the modules in A [m] and B[m] are represented by 
the pair of either OW,, or lo,,,,, where w,,,, E {O, 1}K(m’ and R(w,,) = c,(m), and (c,, c,, c,,...) is a tran- 
sition sequence of P,. 
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The proof of the following proposition is similar to that of Proposition 12 and left to 
the reader: pZ simulates P, in 2 times real time with respect to the function e, g, 
and h. 
Readers who are familiar with asynchronous circuits theory would notice that the 
construction of the local functions of pZ and the function h are closely related to state 
assignment for asynchronous circuits, especially state assignment with 2K + 1 binary 
state variables [ 121 (where K is ]log, V] and V is the number of states). 
EXAMPLE 2. Let p, be the binary APA which is constructed from the SPA P, in 
Example 1. The sequence E,, Ei, C; ,... in Fig. 3 is a transition sequence of p,. The 
underlines represent that there may exist excited module(s) in the corresponding set 
of modules. 
The APA P, has the following two properties that the APA P, in Section 5 does 
not have. 
(i) The binary modules in A [m] and B [m] except a [m, 0] and b[m, 0] are in 
equilibrium after completion of computation, provided that the corresponding module 
m is eventually in equilibrium in the simulated SCA, for any module m. The last state 
of m is represented by the modules in both A[m] and B[m J. On the other hand, the 
state of every output module changes infinitely in P,, although it represents a fixed 
state of the corresponding module in the SPA after completion of computation. 
(ii) In pr,, every module is in equilibrium immediately after its state changes. 
This property, which is called SOC (single output change) in [8], relaxes the 
requirement for realization of the modules, especially for elimination of the dynamic 
hazard [ 121. The term SOC is derived from the asynchronous sequential circuits 
theory [ 121. In P, , modules may be excited immediately after their state changes (see 
Example 1). 
8. CONCLUSION 
We have defined the synchronous and asynchronous polyautomata and the S/A 
transformation problem. We have shown two solutions to the problem, which give 
upper bounds of complexity of the APAs with some computing capabilities. The 
APAs constructed in this paper preserve parallelism and computing capabilities of 
the original SPAS provided that the output modules of the SPAS are stable after 
completion of computation. 
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